ADDITIONAL NOTES ON SWR ADJUSTMENT
Make certain that you have followed the ~nstruct1ons thus far in assembling the anten•ain particular that the coax lines are taped to opposite sides of the center tubing, arid
taped securely at the bottom of the center tubing per step 8b. The following notes are
general fn nature, and will make the SWR adjustment process go more smoothly.
1) Do not change the length of the coax lines after making SWR adjustments. SWR should ~e
adjusted with the coax lines at their final length.
2) You may adjust the SWR of each beam separately, however the other coax ~ shorting wire must
be connected to the other pair of stub wires.
3) The settings 01 and D2 on the matching stubs may be
for each antenna. This
is due to slightly different capacitance to ground
ndin'. metal objects seen
by each two-element beam.
4) When taking SI-IR readings, make certain no one is standing near the antenna, and that the
antenna is clear of any metal such as metal ladders, rain gutters, etc. If SWR Is set
with the antenna close to one of the above, the SWR may change when It is raised to it's
final position.
When adjusting SWR to be lowest on, say, channel 20, it is not necessary to obtain 1:1
there. The best match at the band edges, channels 1 l 40, will be obtained when channel
20 is somewhat higher than 1:1, at about 1.2-1.3·1. The detailed steps listed below can
be followed for the nitty-gritty SWR optimization.
NOTE: Always start with 01 and 02 at the recommended settings from step 7 in the
assembly instructions.lf the SWR is not as desired, make the following
adjustments depending on the observed SWR.
SWR OBSERVED
a) Channel 1 high, channel 40 low
b) Channel 40 high, channel 1 low
c) Channels 1 & 40 approximately
equal, but too hfgh-say greater
than 1.8:1

ADJUSTMENT
DECREASE 02 until channels 1 &40 are approximately
equal
INCREASE D2 until channels 1 &40 are approximately
equal
DECREASE Dl-move the shorting wire down toward the
bottom U-clamp.· If the SWR on channels"] &40
becomes unbalanced again before reaching an acceptable
per steps a or b above to equalize
channels 1 &40 are still too high
, move the shorting wire
n.
1 channels 1 & 40 are
low- let
channel 20 fall where it may, as it
be
somewhat lower than channels 1 &40.

The Thunder 8 is a versatile antenna, fn that ft may be matched fn over a wide range of
frequencies, particularly those above channel 40. It fs possible to adjust the SWR for operation
fn the 10 meter amateur band by simply moving the coax and shorting wire attachment points up
on the stub wires, thus making thfs an excellent antenna for 'Hams• as well as CB'ers.
WEATHER PROOFING THE THUNDER 8
The Thunder 8 is relatively insensitive to rain, snow, etc., however the following steps are
recommended to achieve the least change in SWR in weather.
1) Hake certain the Insulated U-clamps (pt.C in ffg. 2) are located at the point on the stub
wires where the wtres are covered by a short piece of shrink tubing. This pofnt is about
midway along the. stubs.
2) Wrap the bottom ends of the element wires (pt. A fn fig. 2) with electrical tape over the
last 2". This fs done after the antenna Is assembled, and serves to further isolate the
ends of the wtres electrtcally.
3) After the antenna is assembled, space t'1e wires
as much as
possible. This is done by lightly pultlng the
rod (8 places).

